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The Journey In

 Do not be too moral. You may cheat yourself out of much of life so.  
 Aim above morality. Be not simply good, be good for something. 
 — Henry David Thoreau

How can we be good for something if we are not truly seeing it, knowing it, relating with it? 

Some-thing. 
Some living thing. 

This living thing. This living being in front of me, changed since yesterday, changing now. 
Both noun and verb simultaneously. Both stable and dynamic. 

How can I be good, for you? How can I respect you? 

 Respect. Re-spect. ‘Spect’ meaning to see, like the word for spectacles. 
 ‘Re’ meaning again. Respect = to re-see.
 — Tarchin Hearn

The first day I stepped into the therapy room with a child, I was terrified. No amount of 
psychological theories or models could prepare me for the meeting of this livingness. While 
my intellectual tools were useful in moments, a new source of intelligence began to emerge 
– in my chest, in my stomach, in the pace of my heart, my prickling skin, sensations of 
heaviness and lightness, pictures forming in my mind depicting how this child’s inner and 
outer worlds may be playing out, diagrams in my head of connections and relationships, not 
static but moving and shifting as the days and months rolled on. 

Along with my mind, my whole body, my whole being became tools of my knowing. 

 Two Kinds of Intelligence 

 There are two kinds of intelligence: one acquired, 
 as a child in school memorizes facts and concepts
 from books and from what the teacher says,
 collecting information from the traditional sciences
 as well as from the new sciences.

 With such intelligence you rise in the world.
 You get ranked ahead or behind others
 in regard to your competence in retaining
 information. You stroll with this intelligence
 in and out of fields of knowledge, getting always more
 marks on your preserving tablets.

 There is another kind of tablet, one
 already completed and preserved inside you.
 A spring overflowing its springbox. A freshness
 in the center of the chest. This other intelligence
 does not turn yellow or stagnate. It’s fluid,
 and it doesn’t move from outside to inside
 through conduits of plumbing-learning.
 This second knowing is a fountainhead
 from within you, moving out.
 — Rumi
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Over the years, I have come to know children not as clients with behavioural issues or a 
diagnosis to be treated, but as totally unique and whole humans, on a path of unfolding, 
sometimes blocked and in need of some support to brighten their torches, in order to see 
their own pathways forward and upwards. It was all about their journey of development. 
They were the ones doing the work, I was simply creating the next container for them 
to stretch into, tending the ground, holding the space and creating the conditions that 
would support their growth and unfolding. I soon learnt that my advice or good ideas 
were never as powerful or as profound as the wisdom that emerged from within the 
children themselves.

And then, I met Caroline Robinson (Cabal), and the world of regenerative practice opened 
up before me. The scope of my knowing began to expand. Like a fractal pattern, the 
livingness of a child was now the livingness of a whole community, and then the livingness 
of a whole place. I started to see, meet and come to know place as a whole, living, being – 
mauri, people, plants, water, birds, soil, microbes, air, trees, insects, animals. Not a static 
snapshot or siloed sections of social, economic, cultural, ecological, but an orchestra of 
dynamic livingness. And not any place, this place. This unique living system, nested within 
and in service to a larger living system, alive, and evolving. Real, not abstract. 

And my question began to change… 

How can I be good, for you? 

How can I be good, with you? 
How can we live together, as co-evolutionary partners? All of life and living. 

How can I work and live as a human in a way that does not simply do less harm, not do what I 
think is good, not live lightly, but live more fully in a way that actually regenerates life?

How do I, how do we, push through that ceiling and continue to lift up our thinking to a 
paradigm that can source design, decision making and action for regenerative effect? 

I sit with this question and it continues to source my work as a regenerative practitioner…

How can we live well together, as co-evolutionary partners? All of life and living. 

Life – the integrity of bioregions, bounded in time and space, porous, interconnected in a 
web of co-creation on the practice grounds of kinship. 

Living – the timeless dance of aliveness, whole-some relating, practicing of kinship, ever 
deepening, ever ascending. 

But Rumi says it better… 

 Where everything is music 

 Where everything is music
 Don’t worry about saving these songs!
 And if one of our instruments breaks, it doesn’t matter.

 We have fallen into a place
 where everything is music.
 
 The strumming and the flute notes
 rise into the atmosphere, 
 and even if the whole world’s harp
 should burn up, there will still be
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 hidden instruments playing.

 So the candle flickers and goes out.
 We have a piece of flint, and a spark.

 The singing art is sea foam.
 The graceful movements come from a pearl
 somewhere on the ocean floor.

 Poems reach up like spindrift and the edge
 of driftwood along the beach, wanting!     

 They derive
 from a slow and powerful root
 that we can’t see.

 Stop the words now.
 Open the window in the centre of your chest,
 and let the spirits fly in and out.
 — Rumi



A creative response 
to Carol Sanford’s “7 First 
Principles of Regeneration” 
by Lucy-Mary Mulholland 
& Andrea Lo Vetere

ST PAUL St Curatorial Symposium 2019: 
It’s as if we were made for each other
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1. LIVING WHOLES

Moving away from parts and fragments. Moving towards 
living wholes, capable of operating in a self-determining 
way within a system and interactively with other systems. 
Autonomous in its structures, systems and processes. 



2. ESSENCE

Moving away from commonality and averages. 
Increasingly bringing forth essence, fostering 
differentiation and uniqueness.
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3. POTENTIAL

Moving away from ideals and problems (that further 
fragment a system), to initiating with inherent and 
specific potential. Potential is born from essence
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4. DEVELOPMENT

Moving away from command and control. Moving towards the 
development of capacities and capabilities. Seeking to grow and 
develop potential in each and all entities by focusing on increas-
ing capacity of a whole(s) to be vital, viable and able to evolve. 
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5. NESTED SYSTEMS

Moving away from isolated and independent entities, to 
whole living systems embedded within greater and lesser 
systems, each playing a core role in the success of the 
whole and other nested wholes.
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6. NODES

Moving away from shotgun approaches or scaling. Moving 
towards nodal interventions for systemic effects, like an 
acupuncture needle hitting a key point, with ripple effects 
through the whole body. 
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17. FIELDS / SYSTEMIC RECIPROCITY

Moving away from quid pro quo and transactional, 
to operating within living dynamic processes. 
Systemic reciprocity among all of life.* 

* I am still working to embody and see 
this principle alive, in a way that I can 
hold. Andrea lent me a Sicilian gesture 
to express the frustration I felt trying 
to find a gesture for this principle.


